OLIVETTI LINEA 98
instructions for use
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Repeat space bar
Space bar
Shift key
Shift lock
Triple purpose key for margin release , automatic i ndentation
and type bar re lease
Touch contro l lever
Tab stop set key
Remo vab le top cover
Carriage return lever
Transparent def lecto rs with ho les for rul i ng
Variable line spac er
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Line space sel ect o r lever
Ca rriage re lease buttons
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Memo ry line f i nder
Left ma rgi n set lever
Paper centering sc ales
La tera l p aper guide
Eras i ng table
Ca rd ho lder wi th an indicator fo r th e ca rr iage posi t io n sca le
and the t i tl e centeri ng sca le
Paper bai I
T itle cen terin g sc ale
Carr iage position scale
Right marg i n set lever
Paper release lever
Page end indicator
Typ e gu i de
Tab bar (or eight tabulator keys)·
Tab stop clear key
Ribbon position se lec tor
Backs pace key
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To cent re the paper in the car ri age , insert
it so that the readings on the paper
centering scales ( 16 ) at the right and left
edges of the paper are the same.

To establish this position, mo ve the lateral
paper guide ( 17) to the left edge of the
paper. Paper of the same size may now be
cen tered.
To rele ase the paper for ali gnment or
remova l, move the paper release lever
forward (24) .
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To establish the distance between lines,
use the line spa ce selector ( 12 ) . It has
three diffe rent po sitions: sing le, double and
t rip le spacir.g .
To temporari ly release the platen from the
line space mechanism, move t he memo ry
line fi nder (1 4) forward. Th is memory line
f inder is used for off-line typing ( H20 , a:i
+ b:i, etc. ).
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To regulate the keyboard touch accord ing
to the preference of the typ ist, adj ust the
touch . contro l lever ( 6 ) located on the left
side of th e fr ont pan el. Position " L" is
sui table for th e li ghtest touch ; the other
positions are for a f irmer touch.

To advance the carriage rapidly, depress
t he rig ht-hand space bar (1 ) .
To set the left margin : a) if the marg in is
to be moved towards the center of the
page , move th e ca rri age to t he desired
position and then move the left marg in

lever forward ( 15) ; b) if the margin is to
be moved towards the edge of the page,
move the carriage to the existing left
margin and si multan eously move the
margin lever for ward and depress the left
carriage release button unti l the desired
posi tion is reache d.

To sel the right margin: a) if the margin is
to be moved towards the cen ter of the
page, move the carriage to the desired
position and then move the right margin
lever forward (23); b) if th e marg in is to
be moved towards the edge of the page,
move the carriage to the ex isting right
margin and simultaneo usly move the
margin lever forward and depress the right
carriage release button until the desired
point is reac hed .

To type beyond the margins, depress the
margin release key (5) at the margin
position.
To obtain automatic indentation, keep the
margin release key ( 5 ) depressed during
the carriage re turn .
The ribbon selector ( 29 ) has four positions: 1) black, for the upper part of the
ribbon; 2) white , for typing a Stencil (to
exclude ribbon from being util ized); 3)
red and black, for the central part of th e
ribbon (to use the ribbon fu lly if singl e
co lored; 4) red, for the lowe r part of the
rib bo n.
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To type lists of numbers or names, the
Olivetti Linea 98 has a regular tabulator or
a decimal tabulator. Use of the two devices
differs slightly:
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TOUCH TABULATION

DECIMAL TABULATION

Is controlled by: a tab stop set key (7) ; a
tabulator bar (27); a tab stop clear key
(28).

To set stops, move the carriage to the
position for each stop and depress the tab
stop set key (7) .
For tabulation,

touch

the

tabulator

bar

(27).

To clear individual stops, move the
carriage to the stop to be cleared and
depress the tab stop clear key (28).
To clear all stops, depress the tab stop
clear key (28) and either tabulate or
carriage return.

Is controlled by: a tab stop set key (7) ,
eight tabulation keys for numbers from one
to eight digits (27) , a tab stop clear key
( 28).

To set stops, move the carriage to the
position for each stop and depress the tab
stop set key. This position corresponds to
th e decimal position in the column (7).
In tabulation, to automatically move the
carriage to the starting point of the various
columns , depress the denomination key
desired and the carriage will align itself to
that den omination in the column . The
decim al key should be used when tabulating for indented paragraphs as well as for
locating the decimal position .
To clear single stops, move the carriage to
the stop to be cleared and depress the tab
stop clear key (28).
To clear all stops, depress the tab clear
key (28) and either tabulate or carriage
return .
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PAGE END INDICATOR
The Page End Indicator will show you the
exact number of inches you have remaining to the bottom of the page. To use the
indicator for an 8~ . 11 or 13 inch length of
paper, follow these steps:
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1. Center and insert paper.
2. Align the top edge of the paper with the
top edges of the Aligning Scale Marks on
the Transparent Card Holders .

3. Push the fluted portion of the right hand
Platen Knob in and turn it until the number
corresponding to the paper length is
directly opposite the mark on the Carriage
End Cover (in this example , 11 inches).

4 . Release the knob and begin typing at a
preferred location.
When you are ha lfway down the page , the
Indicator will show the number of inches
to the bottom of the page from 4 to 0
inches in one-half inch increments.

If your paper is of indeterminate length ,
use the Indicator in the fo llowing way:
1. Center and insert paper.
2. Align the bottom edge of the paper with
the top horizontal edge of the Lateral
Paper Gu ide Slot.

I

3. Push the fluted knob in and position the
broad line , found directly above the
number, opposite the mark on the Carriage
End Cover.
4. Return the paper to a desired location
and begin typing.
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The Page End Indicator will work in the
same way as previously stated .
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To rule lines on a page, insert the point of
a pencil or bail po int pen in one of the line
ruling holes of th e t ransparent deflectors
(10) ; for horizontal lines, move the
carriage with one of the two carriage
release buttons (13 ) ; for vertical lines ,
release the line spacer ( 14) by use of the
memory line finder and rotate the platen .
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To return to a typing line, use the graduated indications on the two transparent
deflectors (10) for alignment. If the paper
is being re-entered into the typewriter,
rotate th e platen while depressing the
variable line. spacer (11) for accurate
alignment.
To locate the typing point, find the point
corresponding to the writing position
indicator on the card holder (19) on the
writing position scale of the paper bail
(20).

To center a title, proceed as follows:
1. Make certain the paper is centered in
the carriage.
2. Move the carriage to the " O" on the
carriage position scale .(22).
3. Depress the space bar for each
character and space in the title.

4. Read the number indicated on the title
centering scale (21) (the upper scale on
the paper bail).
5. Move the carriage to the corc:isponding
number on the writing position scale (the
lower scale on the paper bail).
6. Type the title.

If the left margin is wider than the right
margin:
- the width of the two margins is shown
on the writing position scale (22) on
the paper bail.
- calculate the difference in the widths of
the two margins .
- divide this difference by two.
- the result represents the number of
spaces the carriage must be advanced
before typing the title.
If the left margin is narrower than the right
margin, proceed as in the above-mentioned
case, remembering, however, _that the
result of the division is now equivalent to
the number of spaces the carriage must be
backspaced before typing the title.

For notes or erasure, use the erasing table
(18).

To release jammed type bars, depress the
margin release key (5).

To insert an omitted letter in a word, without having to erase the whole line: a)
erase the word; b) move the carriage so
that the ce nter of the type guide (26)
coincides with the space between the word
to be corrected and that preceding ii; c)
depress the space bar ( 1) and, keeping
it" depressed, retype the first letter; d)
re1ease the space bar, depress it again
and, k,eeping it depressed , type the second
letter; e~ proceed in the same way for the
remaining I tters<··· - - - - - - - - - - . ,
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To change the ribbon, center the carriage
and remove the top cover (a). Wind the
ribbon onto a single spool. Slip the ribbon
from the ribbon guide {a); slip the spools
from the studs moving away the two stop
w ings ( b) ; hook the new ribbon onto the
empty spool with the red part down ; insert
the ribbon onto the ribbon vibrator {a) .
The original ribbons for the LINEA 98 are
supp lied by Olivetti.
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To remove the platen from the machine,
proceed as follows: a) move the carriage
all the way to the right; raise the paper bail
(20) and the erasing table (18); b) rotate
the right front platen cover forward and
remove the platen from its right rest; c)
move the carriage all the way to the left;
d) rotate the left front platen cover forward
and remove the platen from its left rest.
To replace the platen in the machine,
follow the inverse procedure.

For normal maintenance, the typist should
clean the type face and the platen periodically using the accessories supplied for this
purpose.

ANY OTHER MAINTENANCE SHOULD BE
PERFORMED BY QUALIFIED CUSTOMER
ENGINEERS OF THE OLIVETTI CORPORATION OF AMERICA.
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A Sound Business PropositionOlivetti 's Guaranteed Machine Performance
Agreement is a sound business proposition.
It assures you the best possible service
from the best trained technical staff in the
office equipment industry.
GMPA protects you from unexpected
expenditures for
machine repairs.
It
eliminates the hidden costs of charge calls
and irregular maintenance: you won't be
buying extra supplies to replace those
wasted when your machine doesn't function
properly; you won't be harassed by
unnecessary and expensive downtime, by
poor quality work and by the frustrations
of being unable to get service when you
need it.
GMPA protection can extend to any
machine purchased within the last year,
and in some cases, to even older
machines. Ask your Olivetti man to prepare
a GMPA contract for your equipment.
When you buy Guaranteed Machine Performance, you buy peace of mind.
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